
 

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION AND RISK REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY AND 

STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE COMMUNITY RESILENCE (CARTS) PROJECT 

 

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR THE PREPARATION OF A 

FLOODWATER CONTROL MASTER PLAN FOR SAVANNA LA MAR, WESTMORELAND, 

JAMAICA  

 

1. BACKGROUND  

 

1.01   The Community Disaster Risk Reduction Fund (CDRRF) is a multi-donor fund established by the 

Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) with grant financing from the Global Affairs Canada and the 

European Union under the ACP-EU-CDB Natural Disaster Risk Management in Cariforum Countries 

project. The Fund finances community-based disaster risk reduction (DRR) and climate change 

adaptation (CCA) initiatives at the local level across eligible borrowing member countries of the CDB, 

with the exception of Haiti. Additional information on CDRRF is available at the website 

http://www.caribank.org/programmes/cdrr1.  

 

1.02  The Government of Jamaica is the recipient of grant funding from the CDRRF for the financing 

of the Climate Change Adaptation and Risk Reduction Technology and Strategies to Improve Community 

Resilience (CARTS) Project which will be executed by the Westmoreland Municipal Corporation 

(WMC), one of 14 local authorities in Jamaica.  WMC is responsible for the sustainable economic 

development, good governance of the parish of Westmoreland and the provision of efficient service to 

residents and visitors, and facilitating sustainable local economic development and commercial activities 

within a planned environment. Information on the role, administration, services provided by WMC is 

shown at the website http://westmorelandmc.gov.jm/  

 

1.03 The CARTS Project, designed by WMC, seeks to address some of the disaster risks, climate 

change (CC) impacts and related livelihood issues in the town of Savanna-La-Mar, the parish capital, by 

improving the resilience to CC and enhancing the disaster risk management capacities within the town 

and three surrounding communities, specifically Russia, New Market Oval, and Llandilo.  The town with 

a population estimated at  22, 633 in 2011, is considered a sub-regional centre as it is the focal point for 

the parish‟s administrative, commercial, marketing, retail activities and services which are provided to the 

adjacent agricultural communities and Negril, a key tourist resort.  In relation to business activities, the 

town has several formal and informal enterprises that operate along the main road, Great George Street, 

and within its surrounding communities.  See Figure 1 for a map of the town and the geographic area to 

be covered by the Project.  

 

1.04 The CARTS project will target women, men, unemployed youths and fisherfolk living in the 

town and the three surrounding communities and micro, small and medium sized businesses operating in 

these areas.  The project consists of four components and they are:  

(a) Component 1:  Preparation of a Floodwater Control Master Plan and Installation of an 

Early Warning System  

 

(b) Component 2:  Community Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Public 

Education and Awareness and Capacity Building  

 

(c) Component 3:  Community Disaster Risk Reduction Demonstration Projects  

(d) Component 4:  Ecosystem-based Livelihood Enhancement Pilot Projects. 

 

http://www.caribank.org/programmes/cdrr1
http://www.caribank.org/programmes/cdrr1
http://westmorelandmc.gov.jm/
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1.05 CC is projected to have severe effects on Jamaica‟s coastal area such as Savanna la Mar and two 

key elements in the marine environment that will be impacted are coral reefs and mangroves. CC is also 

expected to increase the occurrence of floods.  A Flood Water Control Master Plan for the Savanna-la-

mar Project Area (Fig 1) in Westmoreland is therefore needed to help address the problem of flooding in 

the town and surrounding communities that are low lying or below sea level.  Further, the World Health 

Organisation in its Flooding and Communicable Diseases Fact Sheet noted that floods can potentially 

increase the transmission of the communicable diseases.  For Savanna-la-mar, floods that have occurred 

over the years have not only been the cause of significant economic losses, they also posed major health 

risks because of the potential threats arising from water-borne diseases such as typhoid fever, cholera, 

leptospirosis and hepatitis as well as vector-borne diseases, such as malaria, dengue, yellow fever, 

Chikungunya (Chick V) and Zika virus (ZIKV), which are carried by mosquitos.    

 

1.06  Against this background, WMC is seeking to engage the services of a consulting firm to prepare a 

Floodwater Control Master Plan the Greater Savanna-La-Mar area of Westmoreland including low lying 

communities such as New Market Oval, and Llandillo.   

 

3.   OBJECTIVE  

 

3.01 The overall objective of the consultancy is the preparation of a master flood mitigation plan for 

the greater Savanna-La-Mar area of Westmoreland.  The Plan will define priority measures which focus 

on population, economic activities including infrastructure, environment and cultural heritage, in 

accordance with the outlook of the WMC, Vision 2030 and the Sendai Framework for DRR. The design 

of the Savanna-La-Mar Flood Control Master Plan shall incorporate the principle of “no harm rule” is 

incorporated, so that areas outside the remit of the targeted geographic area will not increase the flood risk 

of such areas.  

 

3.02 The specific goal of the consultancy is to provide the technical expertise required for the 

assessment of flood risk and preparation of a master plan that will mitigate future flooding impacts in the 

targeted area. This will be achieved through structural and non-structural interventions that incorporate 

the physical, hydrological, ecological and anthropogenic parameters of the area.   

 

4. SCOPE OF SERVICES  

 

4.01 The scope of services for the Consultant will include, but not be limited to, the following:  

 

(a) Reviewing available literature and studies in order to locate and map areas with a history 

of flooding.        

 

(b) Preparing an „Issue analyses” for each location, of the type of flooding (riverine, urban, 

depression, storm surge, etc.,) and nature (magnitudes and frequency) of the floods and 

the causal factors aggravating their impacts.  

 

(c) Mapping and assessing the gullies and drains to determine their condition, including 

width and\or depth profiles, levels of erosion; proximity to housing developments and 

commercial activities.  

 

(d) Make recommendations for flood impacts mitigation. 
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(e) Developing floodplain maps for informing flood mitigation efforts and decisions such as 

flood warning, land-use planning, and flood insurance risk assessment, etc. This will 

include: 

 

(i). Carrying out a data gap analysis in order to identify the data needs to facilitate 

the development of flood profile maps for the 1:5, 1:10, 1:25, 1:50, 1:75 and 

1:100 year Return Period floods. Sources of data should include but not be 

limited to: Various government departments such as Water Resources Authority, 

National Works Agency, Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency 

Management and the National Meteorological Service of Jamaica; Westmoreland 

Municipal Corporation files, Websites, newspaper archives, Aerial photographs, 

etc. 

 

(ii). Rainfall-to-runoff (hydrologic) modeling to simulate the designated return period 

floods where no actual peak discharge data exist. 

 

(iii). Conducting cross-sectional profile surveys for the rivers at strategic locations to 

fill data gaps for the hydraulic analyses.  

 

(iv). Hydraulic modeling to simulate the flood inundation maps of the study area for 

the designated return periods, taking into consideration climate change impacts. 

Flood level elevations to be illustrated with appropriate colour ramps for each 

return period and also showing the depth of flooding and flow velocities for 

different Return Periods.   

(v). Developing floodplain maps for depressions and sinkholes, through geologic and 

hydrologic analyses. 

 

(vi).  All produced maps must incorporate metadata standards specified by the 

National Spatial Data Management Division, Jamaica. 

 

 
(f) Designing a comprehensive climate-proofed drainage network based on results of 

modeling exercises. 

 

(g) Identifying all possible alternatives flood mitigation measures to include appropriate non-

structural methods such as forecasting and early warning systems, and identifying 

evacuation areas and routes.  

 

(h) Providing recommendations for solid waste management and watershed management for 

flood disaster risk reduction. 

 
(i) Designing a geographic information system (GIS) based flood risk management database 

system, along with operations manual, for implementation by WMC. 

 
(j) Preparing a Draft floodwater control master plan inclusive of a management programme, 

which incorporates the establishment of Zones, related polices and strategies identified. 
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(k) Conducting stakeholder sharing sessions, as agreed with WMC, which will be used to 

outline the Draft Plan and provide an opportunity for stakeholder comments and 

feedback. 

 

(l) Preparing a Final Floodwater Control Master Plan which incorporates feedback from 

stakeholder sharing sessions and comments from other stakeholders such as 

representatives from public and private sector agencies, funding agencies, etc. 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS  

 

4.01 WMC‟s Project Manager (PM) or his/her designate will have overall responsibility for 

coordinating the administrative and logistic arrangements for the consultancy and facilitate the work of 

the Consultant.  WMC will facilitate the implementation of the assignment and will introduce the 

Consultant to project stakeholders, including staff at WMC, representatives from public, private sector 

and community based organisations, and key stakeholders identified by the Consultant who are sources of 

information required to complete the activities outlined in this Terms of Reference (TOR).  WMC will 

also assist with any operational issue(s) which may arise.  Background information and documents on the 

CARTS project will be provided electronically by WMC. 

 

4.02 The Consultant will be required to carry out the duties listed at Section 3 of the TOR.  The 

Consultant will be required to review available literature and previous studies that may provide 

information that will impact the execution of the consultancy as well as develop a thorough knowledge of 

the study areas, key stakeholders and the characteristics and impact of the hazards and key issues. The 

Consultant will work at WMC‟s offices.  The Consultant will be required to provide computing and 

related equipment and software required from the implementation of the assignment.  The Consultant will 

be required to work collaboratively with the staff of the WMC and CARTS project stakeholders.  

Organisation and delivery of the Flood Control stakeholder sharing sessions are to done in collaboration 

with the PM in consultation with CARTS project Community Outreach Officer and WMC Disaster 

Preparedness Coordinator. 

 

5. QUALIFICATIONS AND COMPETENCIES 

 

5.01 The Consulting team should comprise a team of professionals with at least the following key 

personnel: 

(a) Key Expert 1: Senior Flood Management Expert (Team Leader) 

 

       Master‟s degree in Civil Engineering or Engineering Hydrology or equivalent Post Graduate 

Diploma closely related with scope of the work and from an accredited College or University and  

at least ten (10) years of professional working experience for international organization in flood 

risk management and mitigation (soft and Hard Measures). It would be an advantage if consultant 

has working experience  in Floodwater Control or similar projects that includes hydraulic and 

hydrologic modeling, flood control planning and design of drainage structures in Jamaica. 

Experience with HEC-1/HEC-HMS, HEC-2/HEC-RAS, open channel hydraulics, and hydraulic 

structures desired.  Must also have working experience in engaging stakeholders in community 

base activities. A working knowledge of Arc-GIS software is a plus. 

(b) Key expert 2: Flood Management Specialist   
 

      Must have Bachelors or Master‟s degree in Watershed or Water Resources Management or 

equivalent field from an accredited college or university with at least eight (5) years of experience 

in preparing, reviewing and performing ecological assessment, environmental analysis and 
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Geotechnical field work and accompanying analysis. Working experience in projects related to 

management of riverine, Karst- depression and urban flooding. Experience with HEC-1/HEC-

HMS, HEC-2/HEC-RAS, open channel hydraulics, and hydraulic structures desired.  Must also 

have working experience in engaging stakeholders in community base activities.  Experience with 

the development and implementation of flood forecasting models for the various modes of 

flooding. A working knowledge of Arc-GIS software is a plus. 

       (C) Key expert 3: Geographic Information Systems Specialist 

 

Must have a Bachelor‟s degree in Geography, GIS or equivalent field with at least five (5) years 

of experience in data management: GIS, mapping, databases, data processing applied in 

integrated water management, floodwater management or other related areas. 

Working experience in projects related to floodwater, preferably related to Flood Disaster         

implementation. A working knowledge of Arc-GIS software is a must. 

 

 

 

 

6. DELIVERABLES 

 

6.01 The Consultant will be required to submit the following:  

 

(a) An Inception Report and Draft Work Plan: the Report (maximum four pages) should 

be submitted to WMC for review and comments five days after the commencement of the 

assignment.  One hard copy of the report, and one copy in the electronic format, should 

be submitted to WMC.   

 

(b) Report on the literature review, Data gap assessment and the Issues Analysis 

identified at Sections (a); (b) and (c) of the TOR: the report includes map of recorded 

flood prone areas, and identifies causal factors and any issues and limitations impacting 

the implementation of the project, and should be submitted to WMC in the electronic 

format for review and comments five days after the completion of Issues Analysis.    

 

(c) Draft Interim Progress Report: the report should outline the technical methodology for 

implementation of hard and soft flood control measures and results, including draft 

floodplain maps and flood forecast models as well as any issues and limitations 

impacting the implementation of the assignment should be submitted to WMC in the 

electronic format for review and comments.  

 

(d) First Draft Floodwater Control Master Plan:  the Plan must include management 

programme which incorporates the establishment of Flood Water Control Zones, related 

polices and strategies, etc.  Two hard copies of the Plan and one copy in the electronic 

format should be submitted to WMC for review and comments.    

 

 

(e) Second Draft Floodwater Control Master Plan:  should address the comments 

provided and issues raised by WMC.  One copy of the revised Plan should be submitted 

to WMC in the electronic format 14 days after receiving WMC‟s comments.  
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(f) Report on the Stakeholder Participation Sessions:  the report should summarise the 

key comments and issues raised at each meeting, as agreed with WMC, during which the 

stakeholders provided comments on the Second Draft Floodwater Control Master Plan. 

The report should be submitted in the electronic format to WMC seven days after the 

completion of the stakeholder meetings.       

 

(g) Third Draft Floodwater Control Master Plan: the document should address the 

comments provided and/or issues raised by the stakeholders during the sharing sessions.  

One copy of the revised Plan should be submitted to WMC in the electronic format 14 

days after receiving WMC‟s review and comments.  

 

(h) Final Floodwater Control Master Plan: the document which incorporates any 

observations and /or comments arising from the review of the third draft of the master 

plan. All files used for hydraulic modeling and Shapefiles of all developed floodplain 

maps are to be submitted to WMC.  

 

6.02 The electronic copies of the documents outlined above at (a) to (i) should be submitted to CDB in 

Microsoft Word, Adobe PDF, PowerPoint and Excel formats where applicable and photographs and other 

data in easily accessible formats.  

 

7. DURATION OF CONSULTANCY 

7.01 The duration of the consultancy is nine (9) months. 
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FIGURE 1:  GEOGRAPHIC AREA - CARTS PROJECT  

 

 


